
Metabolic Flexibility (MF) is an athlete's ability to optimally utilize all available

fuel sources relative to changing exercise intensities. There are many relevant

factors to MF, particularly when the endurance athlete is incorporating Higher

Intensity Interval Training (HIIT*) or participating in endurance racing. Athletes

can optimize Metabolic Flexibility and efficiency by modulating daily nutritional

intake and adjusting their training and racing fueling practices.

BLUEPRINT: METABOLIC FLEXIBILITY FOR HIIT AND RACING.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS:   METABOLIC FLEXIBILITY FOR HIIT AND RACING.
1. Opening up the GLUT- 4 Channels, through exercise is the physiological mechanism for switching on Metabolic Flexibility

2. Insulin responses, and halted fat-oxidation can be avoided by NOT consuming carbohydrate prior to and in the first 30-60minutes 

of HIIT or Endurance racing. 

3. Carbohydrate intake post 60 minutes HIIT/Racing, should be starch based and <50 Grams/per hour, to avoid Gut/GI distress

4. Higher fat-oxidation rates, raise spared glycogen level potential, thereby reducing carboydrate consumption/dependency risks.

5. Increased electrolyte intake should be an integral component of racing/HIIT fueling-nutrition strategy. 

1. At rest, prior to the start of exercise, and even during the

initial period of exercise, if carbohydrates are ingested,

the pancreatic cells sense an increase in blood-sugar

levels and secrete insulin into the blood stream. The

glucose transporter called GLUT-4 which is found in

adipose, skeletal and cardiac muscle cells, is triggered by

insulin to open-up channels and allow glucose into these

cells for use as fuel or, to be converted to fat for storage.

Secondarily, these elevated insulin levels will also shut off

lipolytic (fat breakdown/oxidation) enzymes in muscles

and fat cells.

2. There is a second, metabolic process by which blood-

sugars can be channeled into cells, but notably WITHOUT

insulin. This process needs to be switched on and it takes

some time – typically 30-60minutes. Research suggests

the triggers switching on this process, are, muscle

contractions (i.e. prolonged physical exercise) and

associated rises in muscle cell levels of Calcium ions,

nitric oxide and free-radicals. These triggers cause the

GLUT-4 transporter to move to the cell membrane of the

muscle cell and opens the channels for glucose to move

from the blood stream into the muscle cell. This happens

without insulin secretion – and thereby support oxidation

(enzymatic breakdown) of both glucose and fatty acids

simultaneously. This provides the foundation of metabolic

flexibility in enabling the efficient oxidation of both fat and

carbohydrate fuel sources.

3. The classic pre/just-prior carbohydrate loading approach

to fueling endurance racing, and high intensity interval

training is flawed as it disrupts this metabolic flexibility

(reduces maximal fat oxidation). Without efficient access

to fatty acid stores, and subsequent predominant

dependence on carbohydrate (glucose, sucrose, fructose,

maltodextrins etc.) athletes are driven to over-consume

simple sugar-based fuels during endurance racing and

training, which can, a) limit performance potential (under-

utilized fat oxidation, while carrying fatty-tissue weight), b)

cause highly volatile blood-sugar swings resulting in hitting

the wall, and c) increased risk of gut/GI distress, causing

athletes to slow down, or commonly concede and DNF.
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*HIIT.  High Intensity Interval Training, typically refers to alternating hard-charging intervals (around, close to or just over lactate 
threshold pace, or FTP power on bike) for one to five minutes, with shorter periods of rest at less intense exercise. Multiple repetitions 
of hard-rest cycles are structured to form a set.  Example - 6  x 45 seconds (Set 1). Rest for 90seconds. Repeats 6 x 45 seconds (Set 2).

1. Regardless of whether an athlete has trained their fat-

oxidation efficiency or not, all athletes should dramatically

reduce carbohydrate consumption in that 90 minute -

2 hour period prior to HIIT/racing, and also avoid

carbohydrates during the first 30 minutes of HIIT or racing

– in the interests of switching on fat/carb oxidation.

2. Racing/HIIT intensity and an athlete’s prior focus on, and

duration of, fat oxidation efficiency training, are key

determinant factors of one's fat-oxidation rates. SFuels

research partners have noted 2-3 fold improvements in

fat-oxidation efficiency in athletes training their fat-

oxidation capability. They have also shown similarly aged,

weight, BMI, VO2Max athletes having 2 fold fat-oxidation

efficiency rates, and projected time to hitting the wall

(glycogen exhaustion). Your fat-oxidation rate is an

important metric to understand, as the higher this is – the

greater your glycogen sparing capability will be, thereby

extending the time to glycogen depletion, and/or mitigating

carbohydrate over-consumption (>50Grms/Hour),

associated Gut/GI distress, performance degradation

and/or DNF risk.

3. In addition to starting carbohydrate consumption in racing

and HIIT sessions after 30-60 minutes, we also

recommend avoiding the use of simple sugars, sucrose,

fructose and maltodextrin, that can aggravate Gut/GI

distress, and can all interfere with GLUT-4 mobilization in

muscle cells. A gluten-free, branch-chained starch with

low-osmolality and high molecular weight will enable rapid

movement through the stomach, and

digestion/assimilation thereby lowering Gut/GI distress

risks. Additionally, MCT’s (Medium Chain Triglycerides)

are assimilated (through gut) and transported into muscle

cells more akin to carbohydrate routes, than long-chain

fats. Research on MCT’s has shown promising outcomes

for improved endurance performance in high-temperature

environments.

4. Finally, with HIIT or racing, metabolic demands are

increased, and this can elevate electrolyte demand,

notably calcium, magnesium and potassium. Additionally,

high sweat rates with a potential water loss of 33 ounces /

1 liter to 50 ounces / 1.5 liters per hour and exercising in

hot/ humid weather also heightens electrolyte demand.
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BLUEPRINT: METABOLIC FLEXIBILITY FOR HIIT AND RACING.

SUGGESTED USAGE
Add 1-3 scoops of SFuels Race+ to every 16oz of cold water. We recommend testing your SFuels Race+ fueling regime in training at 

intensity and conditions (heat/humidity/elevation) per your planned race intensity/conditions – in optimizing your Race+ fluid/per hour. 

DETAILED DOSAGE guidance is provided in the SFuels Product Usage Guide – DOWNLOAD HERE.

Expand Metabolic Flexibility

Race+ efficiently increases overall

caloric fuel load, through using MCT

(Medium Chain Triglycerides)

delivering 9 calories per gram, vs. 4

calories per gram of and

Ccarbohydrate.

Race+ uses the C8 and C10 form of

MCTs which are assimilated and

transported into muscle cells for

oxidation.

Race+ MCTs are bound to collagen,

unlike cheaper formulations where

MCT is ound to maltodextrins.

Electrolyte Balance

Race+ includes supplementation of

Calcium and Potassium, and higher

race-level dosages of Sodium.

Additionally, Race+ uses a specific

Glycinate form of Magnesium to

enable higher dosage with no Gut-GI

irritation (common to other Magnesium

forms).

Efficient Carbohydrate Digestion

Assimilation and Mitigated Gut

Distress

Race+ starch has been pre-digested

with enzymes creating a high

molecular weight carbohydrate for

rapid transit through the stomach,

and the highly branched structure

exposes maximum engagement

points for rapid digestion-

assimilation.

No sucrose, fructose, maltodextrin or

sugar-alcohols are used to avoid

Gut/GI irritation and distress.

Additionally, the avoidance of

fructose and maltodextrin seeks to

mitigate the risk of interfering with

GLUT-4 transporters in muscle cells.

Race+ includes Glutamine to

mitigate exercise-heat triggered gut

membrane permeability and

subsequent inflammation from gut-

derived endotoxins.

MIX WITH

Cold water. 

SWEETNESS
Mild 

FLAVORS
Coconut-Lime.  Cherry.  Fruit Punch

Strawberry Lemonade

TEXTURE
Water like.  Thin and light. 
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https://www.sfuelsgolonger.com/pages/quickstart-guide
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